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FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS (1) CONTINUED
If we wait for history to present us with freedom and precious gifts, we risk waiting in vain. History is us and there is no alternative but to shoulder the burden of what we so passionately desire and bear it out of the depths.
Alexander Solzhenitsyn
From Under the Rubble

Education;
Encouraging countries and the international media to make UDHR known and the human rights values systemically presented
Required to be tough in schools an to government employes.

Speaking out collectively against any breach;
To blame and shame any breach the UDHR. There should be no justification.

Measuring Stick;
Using UDHR as measuring stick for their values and practice of HR to allow individuals or organisation or countries to be part of councils, panels or comities in the OSCE, UN and other international institutions on human rights.

Boycotting
To have a mechanism to boycott countries which breach human rights.

Protection and open support of Human Right defenders
From the new challenges of terrorist attacks from non governmental organisation against them.